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←Previous 1 2 3 ... 12 Next→ Visit the help section or contact us Want more? Advanced integration details, examples, and help! Click the links in the left sidebar for text and sound in the chapters. Note that the chapters are not listed in sequence, so pay attention to the chapter numbers before you click to read/listen.
Please note that Chapter 21 - 23 is not listed and we will use Screencast-O-Matic to record and upload to this site this year! Thank you, Mr. Koch and Mrs. Cain! : ) But for the most part, thanks Lois Lowry, for allowing these YouTube sites to remain. Provides Audiobook Free Download and ListenJonas is an 11 year old
boy living in a community that is very controlling set in the future. The society to which he belongs does not experience war, suffering and hunger. There is also no color, love, sex or music, because it is Elders who handle everything. Who you are going to marry, your children, and what they will assign to be your job, will
not give you any opportunities or freedom. Identity and individuality are almost non-existent here because they are basically all the same. No one has really chosen to leave the area except when visiting communities nearby. A person can only be released if an infant is sick, if someone is old, or is a rule-breaker. In other
words, this place is too constricting and horrible to live in. Since Jonas is about to turn 12, he's getting a job. There is a large assembly where decisions are announced to the people. Jonas observes his friends get assigned their job, but he gets skipped. After the ceremony, the elder explains that Jonas has been chosen
as the Receiver of Memory, which is an important thing. Jonas moves his eyes to look at the old receiver, whose eyes are bright like Jonas. That is an essential thing. there are very few people in society who have bright eyes. Speaking of bright eyes, the family of Jonas have been looking for a baby named Gabriel who
also has bright eyes. If the child's recovery lasts more than 2 years, society will release him. Since Jonas is chosen to be the receiver, there is a list of rues he needs to follow. They inform him that it is forbidden to discuss receiver training to others. He can lie about it and ask for anything he wants, whether it's rude or
inappropriate. Jonas begins training, which consists of receiving memories given by the old receiver, now named as the Giver.Know more about the Giver as you listen to this audiobook and let the story unfold as you hear it. Listener ReviewsThe Audiobook Gives Audiobook Free DownloadAs teens, December comes
with many expectations in ceremonies to make the most of it. Jonas is one of those children who wants to enjoy this annual moment of life. The end result is an unforgettable story of Jonas and friends entering a fantasy world without conflict or negativity we encounter on planet Earth. There are no problems such as
poverty, crime, injustices or Unlike most kids looking for time holidays and Christmas, these kids have more on their hands than a festive vibe. They have a life task from the elders to make the most of their time and leadership skills. His friends Fiona and Asher have roles to be caretaker of the old and assistant director of
recreation respectively. Jonas seems to be the special in this case with the biggest and most demanding role. The giver audiobook is one of the most exciting you'll ever get. You can also listen as a group with family or friends (and children) as there are no too horrific scenes to censor from children. The fantasy world is a
happily designed ideal situation where someone wants to visit with their mind. It leaves you in suspense so you can guess and construct your happy ending. This is not a loose end, but a predetermined idea to give a chance to make the greatest happy ending according to your imagination. This is a special fantasy story



that gives the audience the wildest dreams and imaginations. Jonas's world is perfect without conflict or reason to be sad about the injustice of life. Instead, it's peaceful and just giving equal opportunities and happiness to everyone. Simplicity is the key to making the most of this story. This is fantasy at its finest. Provides
audiobook offers kid entertainment with the greatest detail and creativity to attract the attention of the adults too. Adults can have just as much fun traveling to the fantasy world with children. Many themes pop up in history to show what a perfect world we are fighting for would look like. It explores both sides of the story to
help us see the sacrifices and costs of coming to such a place. It shows a dark side to each story, no matter how attractive or perfect. ConclusionThe entraining Gives audiobook for free takes the audience on an exciting journey to the wildest fantasy world. It is not based on superstition and evil, but peace and
contentment. Shortly after their arrival and assigned duties, they begin to realize the shortcomings when they are exposed to the other side of things. This is not good for their morale because they have to deal with issues much bigger than they would expect in a real world. Download and Listen FreeNow lets you listen
and download Provides Audiobook by Lois Lowry on my website: Author: Lois Lowry Narrator: Ron Rifkin Length: 4 Hours 48 Minutes Publisher: Listening Library (Audio)Other Books in This Series: The Giving AudioBookGathering Blue AudiobookMessenger AudiobookSon Audiobook You can download any your favorite
audiobook FOR FREE to support the author with INCREDIBLE Time-limited option from Audiobooks.com: very much encourage you to buy the original book to support the authors and enjoy the highest quality books. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries Lois Lowry – Provides Audiobook (Giving Quartet)
The Giver is created from Jonas' perspective, an eleven-year-old young boy, living in a one society that has removed all pain, anxiety, struggle and disgust. There is no prejudice as every person looks and also acts generally the same and there is really little competition. Each person is consistently respectful. The
association has also got rid of selection: at the age of twelve each participant in the field is designated a task based on his/her abilities as well as interests. Citizens can apply for and appoint suitable spouses, and each couple is designated exactly two children each. The children are born to Birthmothers who never ever
see them, and also invest their first year in a care facility with various other babies, or new children, born that year. When their children are expanded, family units soften and also adult cohabitation with childless adults until they are too old to function in the culture. Lois Lowry - Provides audiobook for free. So they spend
their last years being cared for in the House of the Old until they are finally launched from the community. In the area, the launch is fatal, but it is never explained by doing this; many people assume that after release, flawed new children and happy senior individuals rate in the vast expanses of another place bordering
the areas. Citizens who damage the rules or fail to adapt effectively to the code of conduct of society are also released, even if in their case it is an event of wonderful embarrassment. Everything is prepared and also arranged to ensure that life is as convenient and comfortable as possible. Jonas manages his father, a
foster child, his mother, who works in the Department of Justice, and his seven-year-old sibling Lily. At the beginning of the unique, he is concerned about the upcoming Event of Twelve, when he will be offered his most important task as a brand new adult participant in society. He does not have a unique profession
preference, although he appreciates volunteering on a variety of tasks. Although he is a maniad resident and a great intern, Jonas is different: he has bright eyes, while lots of people in his area have dark eyes, as well as he has uncommon powers of perception. In some cases things adjust when he checks them. He
doesn't know it yet, but in his neighborhood alone he can perceive flashes of shadow; for everyone else, the globe is as lacking color as it is of pain, cravings, and also problems. At the Event of Twelve, Jonas is offered the very honorable Task Receiver of Memory. The recipient is the only caretaker of society's
cumulative memory. When society moved on to Sameness-its pain-free, warless, and also mostly ingenmotional state of harmony as well as consistency, it gave up all memories of pain, struggle and feeling, but the memories can't go away completely. Someone must maintain them so that society can prevent making
blunders from the past, even if no person but the recipient can bear discomfort. Jonas gets the memories of past, good and bad, from the existing recipient, a wise old man who tells Jonas to call him the provider. The giver transmits memories by placing his hands on Jonas's bare back. The first memory he receives is of
an exciting sleigh ride. As Jonas recalls, memories of joy and pain, of intense colours and extreme cool and cosy sun, of excitement and also terror, and of hunger and love, he recognizes how boring and also idle life in his society actually is. The memories make Jonas's life richer as well as much more significant, and he
wants him to consider that splendor and also indicate to the individual he enjoys. But for their quiet existence, individuals in Jonas's neighborhood have lost the ability to enjoy him back or to feel deep enthusiasm about something. Since they have never ever experienced real suffering, they likewise do not like the actual
joy of life, as well as the lives of the individual seem far less invaluable to them. In addition, no one in Jonas' area has actually ever made his own choice. Jonas expands more and more annoyed with the participants in his area, and Giver, who has felt the same way for years, motivates him. Both expand really closely, as
a grandfather as well as a grandchild could have in the days before Equality, when the relative remained in call long after their youngsters were grown. On the other hand, Jonas is helping his household fit a problem newchild, Gabriel, who has trouble resting through the evening at the Care Center. Jonas helps the
young person to sleep by sending reassuring memories to him every night, and he begins to develop a relationship with Gabriel that reflects the family relationships he has experienced through the memories. When Gabriel remains at risk of being launched, the giver reveals that release is the same as death. Jonas' fury
and horror at this discovery influences Giver to help Jonas create a strategy to change points in the neighborhood for life. The giver informs Jonas about the woman who had actually been appointed the brand new receiver 10 years before. She had been her own little girl, but the grief over several of the memories had
been excessive for her, and she had actually asked to be released. When she died, all the memories she had actually accumulated were launched straight into society, and the community participants could not control the sudden influx of feeling as well as sensation. The provider and Jonas plan for Jonas to leave the
community and get in elsewhere. Once he has done so, his greater range of memories will surely spread, and Giver will help society ahead to terms with the brand new sensations and also ideas, changing the culture of life. Every early morning the household is supposed to share their dreams with each other. Jonas
does not dream typically, however he shares a wish that he has about Fiona, a girl in his class, his mother informs him to start taking a tablet every morning that will definitely stop these stirring. Every night, the family members share their feelings from the day and also motivate each other to work through them. The day
of the event shows up and the students are in their birth order for that year; fifty babies are born each year through mothers of birth, which is a work in their society. Jonas is number nineteen, but when it comes time for his turn, the elders skip him. Listen to an audiobook online. At the end principal elders come forward
and also apologize to the community for making them feel uncomfortable and they accept her apology. She clarifies that Jonas will certainly not be designated as a normal job; Instead, he has actually been chosen as the brand new Memory Recipient. Jonas goes house with a list of policies for this brand new setting,
which he was completely unaware of. Several of the more shocking rules claim he cannot undergo his training, he cannot apply for medication or be launched, as well as he is allowed to exist. Jonas shows up on the annex behind your home of the old and also meets the old man who will educate him. Jonas is stunned to
find a door with a lock and an off button next to the message speaker. The existing Recipient describes that his job will surely be to send to Jonas memories of the past. He puts his hands on Jonas's back to pass on memories, like one in which Jonas experiences sledging. Because he passed these memories on to
Jonas, he will surely be called the Giver. Jonas develops his ability to look beyond when Giver sends nuances to him. Unfortunately, the provider also has to pass along agonizing memories, such as injuries, malnutrition, and also struggle. Jonas has never, ever experienced discomfort in his life, and he finds it hard to
control, especially since he can't talk to anyone about it. He asks the provider about the lady they were trying to train as a recipient 10 years earlier. The provider says her name was Rosemary, and she was also his child. She was unable to cope with the painful memories, so she asked to be launched. Jonas discovers
what the launch entails when he enjoys a video of his father injecting a baby with a syringe to his forehead to kill it. Rosemary infused with the syringe to go away. Jonas and Giver both understand that their culture must be transformed. They have no real options so they don't experience real feelings, such as love. They
are creating a plan to help the area and also to free Jonas. Jonas will escape, and when he leaves, his memories will be released right into the culture. The provider will certainly then help the community work through these sensations and also show them the value of items that they have removed, such as marriage and
extended family members. Ⅰ Of time, Jonas decides to take infant Gabriel with him due to the fact that he finds out that he has actually been set up to be released. This change changes Jonas's strategy to ensure he needs to ride his bike to standard instead of hiding in a vehicle. As they ride, Jonas must be careful about
searching planes making use of heat sensing innovation to find them. He passes on cold memories to himself and Gabe to ensure they certainly won't be found. After many days, and as they approach hunger, Jonas relates to the top of a snowy hill. He finds a sledge sitting there, similar to the one he rode in his first
memory, as well as he seems to be heading to Other Places, a place where individuals can look after him and Gabe. Due to the fact that Jonas is almost twelve, it is almost time for him to appoint a profession. There is a big event where the decisions are revealed. Jonas watches all his friends get their work (Leisure
Director, Caretaker of the Old), but after that he is skipped. The eldest cedes the ceremony and also clarifies that Jonas has been selected to be The Receiver of Memory, which is a big deal. Jonas assesses at the current Receiver, an old man who, like Jonas, has bright eyes. It's also a big deal. Jonas is just one of very
few individuals in the area with bright eyes. Speaking of light eyes, Jonas's household has been dealing with an unwell baby called Gabriel with the same unusual trait. If the child does not get better within a year or two, he will be launched from the community. Okay, so now that Jonas's been chosen to be the receiver,
he's going to get a checklist of rules. They tell him that he is not allowed to undergo his Receiver training with any person that he is allowed to lie (!), as he may ask any kind of concerns he wants, even if it is rude. Wonderful. And then Jonas begins his training, which includes receiving a collection of memories from the
old Receiver, now referred to as the Giver. These are not just any kind of old personal memories; Rather, the old man is to pass on to Jonas all the memories of humanity, going way back. Lois Lowry - Provides audiobook for free online. The memories are from before their neighborhood was developed, back when there
was color and also sex and love and also songs and feelings as well as hillsides as well as snow and sunshine, all of which are notably absent from Jonas's globe. The really first memory he gets is that sled down a hill in the snow. While Jonas is allowed to experience a good deal at entertaining items like Christmas and
birthday events, he also has to deal with the poor memories, like sunburn, loss, deaths, as well as warfare. It changes superfluously, this completely changes the means Jonas checks his world. He understands that no one around him has ever really felt any kind of genuine emotion in any way. A year into his training,
discovers that the process of release that happens on people who break the rules, babies who are sick, and also people who are older is really nothing bigger than a lethal injection. This does not go through well too well. He and The Provider create a plan: Jonas will fake his very own death and escape to Other Places,
a.k.a. the earth outside the areas which are, for all respects, very comparable to our world (to put it simply, it has music and also color as well as happiness, but also violence as well as misery). When Jonas leaves, the memories that the Provider has actually passed on to him will surely be launched to the general area,
after which they will all simply have to deal with discomfort. Oh, and also they will be completely free, due to the fact that they will understand what it suggests to have choices. Unique. It seems like a plan. Except it doesn't work. As he prepares for the great escape night, Jonas learns that the little infant with light eyes,
Gabriel, will be launched the next morning. He needs to make an impromptu, fast-paced, and exciting bike escape, taking the child with him. Weeks later, Jonas is still cycling far from the community with Gabriel. They generally starve after death. Jonas keeps trying to transfer memories to the little kid, reminiscent of
sunshine and, you recognize, not hunger, to keep them going. In the end it begins to snow and also Jonas reaches the bottom of a familiar-looking hill. He loses the bike and walks up with Gabriel, still trying to hold on to entertaining memories. As he gets to the top, the sledge (from the very first memory he got from the
provider) waits for him. He climbs into it and pushes down the hill, fully encouraged that near the bottom is elsewhere, as well as a whole group of people waiting to greet them. Them.
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